The field of network science is a highly interdisciplinary area; for the empirical analysis of network data, it draws algorithmic methodologies from several research fields. Hence, research procedures and descriptions of the technical results often differ, sometimes widely. In this paper we focus on methodologies for the experimental part of algorithm engineering for network analysis -an important ingredient for a research area with empirical focus. More precisely, we unify and adapt existing recommendations from different fields and propose universal guidelines -including statistical analyses -for the systematic evaluation of network analysis algorithms. This way, the behavior of newly proposed algorithms can be properly assessed and comparisons to existing solutions become meaningful. Moreover, as the main technical contribution, we provide SimexPal, a highly automated tool to perform and analyze experiments following our guidelines. To illustrate the merits of SimexPal and our guidelines, we apply them in a case study: we design, perform, visualize and evaluate experiments of a recent algorithm for approximating betweenness centrality, an important problem in network analysis. In summary, both our guidelines and SimexPal shall modernize and complement previous efforts in experimental algorithmics; they are not only useful for network analysis, but also in related contexts.
Introduction
The traditional algorithm development process in theoretical computer science typically involves (i) algorithm design based on abstract and simplified models and (ii) analyzing the algorithm's behavior within these models using analytical techniques. This usually leads to asymptotic results, mostly regarding the worst-case performance of the algorithm. (While average-case [1] and smoothed analysis [2] exist and gained some popularity, worst-case bounds still make up the vast majority of running time results.) Such worst-case results are, however, not necessarily representative for algorithmic behavior in real-world situations, both for N P-complete problems [3, 4] and poly-time ones [5, 6] . In case of such a discrepancy, deciding upon the best-fitted algorithm solely based on worst-case bounds is ill-advised.
Algorithm engineering has been established to overcome such pitfalls [7] [8] [9] . In essence, algorithm engineering is a cyclic process that consists of five iterative phases: (i) modeling the problem (which to support a certain generality of the algorithmic result. With a similar motivation, Section 4.3 provides guidance on how many instances should be selected. It also discusses how to deal with variance in case of non-determinism, e. g., by stating how often experiments should be repeated.
If the algorithm contains a reasonable amount of tunable parameters, a division of the instances into a tuning set and an evaluation set may be advisable, which is discussed in Section 4. 4 .
In order to compare against the best competitors, one must have defined which algorithms and/or software tools constitute the state of the art. Important aspects of this procedure are discussed in Section 4.5. One aspect can be the approximation quality: while an algorithm may have the better quality guarantee in theory, its empirical solution quality may be worse -which justifies to consider not only the theoretical reference in experiments. The claim of superiority refers to certain measures -typically related to resources such as running time or memory and/or related to solution quality. Several common measures of this kind and how to deal with them are explained in Section 4.6. Some of them are hardware-independent, many of them are not.
A good experimental design can take you far -but it is not sufficient if the experimental pipeline is not efficient or lacks clarity. In the first case, obtaining the results may be tedious and time-consuming. Or the experiments simply consume more computing resources than necessary and take too long to generate the results. In the second case, in turn, the way experimental data are generated or stored may not allow easy reproducibility. Guidelines on how to setup your experimental pipeline and how to avoid these pitfalls are thus presented in Section 5. The respective subsections deal with implementation issues (5.1), repeatability/replicability/reproducibility (5.2), job submission (5.3), output file structure for long-term storage (5.4), retrieval and aggregation of results (5.5).
As mentioned, betweenness approximation and more precisely the KADABRA [16] algorithm will serve as our prime example. We have implemented this algorithm as part of the NetworKit toolbox [17] . As part of our experimental evaluation, a meaningful visualization (Section 6) of the results highlights many major outcomes to the human reader. Since visualization is typically not enough to show statistical significance in a rigorous manner, an appropriate statistical analysis (Section 7) is recommended. Both, visualization and statistical analysis, shall lead to a justified interpretation of the results.
Use Case
Typically, algorithmic network analysis papers (i) contribute a new (graph) algorithm for an already known problem that improves on the state of the art in some respect or (ii) they define a new algorithmic problem and present a method for its solution. To consider a concrete example contribution, we turn towards betweenness centrality, a widely used and very popular measure for ranking nodes (or edges) in terms of their structural position in the graph [18] .
Betweenness Approximation as Concrete Example
Betweenness centrality [19] measures the participation of nodes in shortest paths. More precisely, let G = (V , E) be a graph; the (normalized) betweenness centrality of a node v ∈ V is defined as b(v) := 1 n(n − 1) s,t∈V ,s =v =t
where σ st is the number of shortest paths from s to t, and σ st (v) is the number of shortest paths from s to t that cross v (as intermediate node). Computing the exact betweenness scores for all nodes of an unweighted graph can be done in O(nm) time with Brandes's algorithm [20] , where n is the number of nodes and m the number of edges in G. Since this complexity is usually too high for graphs with millions ω ← non-adaptive number of iterations 3: compute δ L , δ U from δ Requires upper bound of the diameter.
4:
τ ← 0 Number of sampled paths.
5:
for all v ∈ V do 6: x(v) ← 0 Occurrences of v in sampled paths.
7:
end for 8: while τ < ω do 9: if f ( x(v)/τ , δ L (v), ω, τ ) < and g( x(v)/τ , δ U (v), ω, τ ) < then 10: break Approximation is already good enough.
11:
end if 12: for i ∈ {1, . . . , c} do Draw c samples per round.
13:
s, t ← samplePair(G) Uniformly at random.
14:
π ← sampleShortestPath(G, s, t) Uniformly at random.
15:
for all v ∈ π do 16: x(v) ← x(v) + 1 17: end for 18: τ ← τ + 1 19: end for 20: end while 21: return x/τ Betweenness centrality is estimated as: b = x/τ . 22: end procedure of nodes and edges, several approximation algorithms have been devised [16, [21] [22] [23] [24] . These algorithms trade solution quality for speed and can be much faster.
For illustration purposes, we put ourselves now in the shoes of the authors of the most recent of the cited algorithms, which is called KADABRA [16] : we describe (some of) the necessary steps in the process of writing an algorithm engineering paper on KADABRA 4 -with a focus on the design and evaluation of the experiments.
Overview of the KADABRA Algorithm
The KADABRA algorithm approximates the betweenness centrality of (un)directed graphs within a given absolute error of at most with probability (1 − δ) [16] . The main rationale of the algorithm is to iteratively select two nodes s, t uniformly at random and then sample a shortest path π from s to t (again uniformly at random). This leads to a sequence of randomly selected shortest paths π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π τ . The betweenness centrality of each node v ∈ V is then estimated as:
where x i is 1 iff v occurs in π i and 0 otherwise. Compared to earlier approximation algorithms that employ similar sampling techniques (e. g., [23] ), the novelty of KADABRA relies on the clever stopping condition, used to determine the number of rounds τ . 4 We select KADABRA not because the authors of the original paper did a bad job in their presentation -au contraire. Our main reasons are (i) the high likelihood that the betweenness problem is already known to the reader due to its popularity in the field and (ii) the fact that approximation algorithms display important aspects of experimental algorithmics quite clearly.
Clearly, there is a number ω, depending on the input size but not the graph itself, such that if τ ≥ ω, the algorithm achieves the desired solution quality with probability (1 − δ). 5 KADABRA, however, avoids to run a fixed number of ω rounds by using adaptive sampling. At each round of the algorithm, it is guaranteed that
where
, the current number of rounds τ and the static round count
Once f , g < during some round, the algorithm terminates. 6 Algorithm 1 displays the corresponding pseudocode with some expository comments. Besides adaptive sampling, KADABRA relies on a balanced bidirectional BFS to sample shortest paths. For details we refer the interested reader to the original paper.
Guidelines for the Experimental Design
Now, we want to set up experiments that give decisive and convincing empirical evidence whether KADABRA is better than the state of the art. This section discusses the most common individual steps of this process.
Determining Your Hypotheses
Experiments are mainly used for two reasons; as an exploratory tool to reveal unknown properties and/or as a means to answer specific questions regarding the proposed algorithm. The latter suggests the development of certain hypotheses on the behavior of our algorithm that can be confirmed or contradicted by experiments. In the following, we group common hypotheses of algorithm engineering papers in network analysis into two categories:
1. Hypotheses on how our algorithm performs compared to the state of the art in one of the following metrics: running time, solution quality or (less often) memory usage. Ideally, an algorithm is deemed successful when it outperforms existing algorithms in terms of all three metrics. However, in practice, we are content with algorithms that exhibit a good tradeoff between two metrics, often running time performance and solution quality. As an example, in real-time applications, we may be willing to sacrifice the solution quality (until a certain threshold), in order to meet running time bounds crucial for the application. 2. Hypotheses on how the input instances or a problem-/algorithm-specific parameter affects our algorithm in terms of the aforementioned metrics. For example, a new algorithm might only outperform the existing algorithms on a certain type of graphs or an approximation algorithm might only be fast(er) if the desired approximation quality is within a certain range. If a hypothesis involves such restrictions, it should still be general enough for the algorithmic result to be relevant -overtuning of algorithms to uninteresting classes of inputs should be avoided. Other aspects of investigation may be decoupled from the state of the art to some extent and explore the connection between instance and algorithm properties: for instance, a hypothesis on how the empirical approximation error behaves over a range of input sizes.
5
For example, if ω is chosen so that almost all vertex pairs are sampled. In reality, ω can be chosen to be much smaller than that.
6
Note also that for each round, the algorithm draws a number of samples and performs occurrence updates without checking the stopping condition. This number is determined by parameter c. In the original implementation of KADABRA (but not reported in the paper), c is fixed to 10 (without further explanation).
KADABRA Example
In the context of our betweenness approximation study, we formulate three basic hypotheses:
1. KADABRA has a better running time and scalability (with respect to the graph size) than other algorithms, specifically the main competitor RK [23] . 2. There is a significant difference between the solution quality of KADABRA and that of RK. (In Section 4.6, we explain how to evaluate the solution quality for approximation algorithms in more detail.) 3. The diameter of input graphs has an effect on the running time of KADABRA: The KADABRA algorithm computes the betweenness values faster for graphs with low diameter than for graphs with large diameter.
The first two hypotheses belong to the first category, since we compare our implementation of the KADABRA algorithm to a number of related algorithms. The other hypothesis belongs to the second category and is related to the performance of the KADABRA algorithm itself. Namely, we test how a data-specific parameter may influence the running time in practice. To evaluate these hypotheses experimentally, we need to select instances with both low and high diameter values, of course.
Gathering Instances
Selecting appropriate data sets for an experimental evaluation is a crucial design step. For sake of comparability, a general rule is to gather data sets from public sources; for network analysis purposes, well-known repositories are KONECT [25] , SNAP [26] , DIMACS10 [27] , SuiteSparse [28] , LWA [29] and Network Repository [30] .
An appropriate data collection contains the type(s) of networks which the algorithm is designed for, and, for every type, a large enough number of instances to support our conclusions [7] . For instance, the data collection of an influence maximization algorithm should include social networks rather than street networks; a data collection to evaluate distributed algorithms should include instances that exceed the memory of a typical shared-memory machine.
The selection of an appropriate subset of instances for our experimental analysis is simpler if we first categorize the available networks in different classes. There exist several ways to do this: first, we can simply distinguish real-world and synthetic (= (randomly) generated) networks. Even though network analysis algorithms generally target real-world networks, one should also use synthetic networks, e. g., to study the asymptotic scalability of an algorithm, since we can easily generate similar synthetic networks of different scales.
Classification of real-world networks generally follows the phenomena they are modeling. Common examples are social networks, hyperlink networks or citation networks, which also fall under the umbrella of complex networks. 7 Examples of real-world non-complex networks are certain infrastructure networks such as road networks. If our algorithm targets real-world data, we want to carefully build a diverse collection of instances that is representative of the graph classes we are targeting.
Another interesting classification is one based on specific topological features of the input data such as the diameter, the clustering coefficient, the triangle count, etc. Classifying based on a certain property and reporting it should definitely be done when the property in question is relevant to the algorithm and As the name suggests, complex networks have highly non-trivial (complex) topological features. Most notably, such features include a small diameter (small-world effect) and a skewed degree distribution (many vertices with low degree and a few vertices with high degree). A source of instances especially suited for scalability experiments are synthetic graphs generated with graph generators [31] . An advantage is easier handling especially for large graphs, since no large files need to be transferred and stored. Also, desired properties can often be specified in advance and in some models, a ground truth beneficial to test analysis algorithms is available. Important drawbacks include a lack of realism, especially when choosing an unsuitable generative model.
KADABRA Example
In a real-world scenario, we want to show the improvement of the KADABRA algorithm with respect to the competition. Clearly, the graph class of highest relevance should be most prominent in our data collection. With this objective in mind, we show a collection for the KADABRA experiments in Table 1 . Note that in Table 1 we report the diameter of each graph, along with its size and application class. We include the diameter because it is part of our hypotheses, i. e., the performance of KADABRA depends on the diameter of the input graph (see Section 4.1). In a different scenario, such as triangle counting or community detection, a more pertinent choice would be the average local clustering coefficient. Finally, we focus on complex networks, but include a minority of non-complex infrastructure networks. All of these instances were gathered from one of the aforementioned public repositories.
Scale of Experiments
Clearly, we cannot test all possible instances, even if they are small [32] . On the other hand, we want to draw significant conclusions about our new algorithm (and here not about a particular data set). This means that our experimental results should justify the later conclusions and allow to clearly distinguish between hypotheses. While Section 4.2 discusses which instances to select, we proceed with the question "how many?". Also, if the results are affected by randomness, how many repeated runs should we make for each?
Too few instances may be insufficient to support a conclusion. Plots then look sparse, hypothesis tests (Section 7.3.1) are inconclusive and inferred parameters are highly uncertain, which is reflected in unusably wide confidence and credible intervals (Sections 7.3.2 and 7.4). Choosing too many instances, though, costs unnecessary time and expense. As a very rough rule of thumb reflecting community custom, we recommend at least 10-15 instances for an experimental paper. If you want to support specific conclusions about algorithmic behavior within a subclass of instances, you should have that many instances in that subclass. Yet, the noisier the measurements and the stronger the differences of output between instances, the more experiments are needed for a meaningful (statistical) analysis. More formally, the uncertainty of many test statistics and inferred parameters 8 scales with s 2 n , where s 2 is the sample variance. Generally speaking, if we want a result that is twice as precise, we need to quadruple the number of measurements.
The same applies for the number of repetitions for each instance. When plotting results affected by randomness, it is often recommended to average over the results of multiple runs. The expected deviation of such an average from the true mean 9 is called the standard error and also scales with s 2 √ n [34] . For plotting purposes, we suggest that this standard error for the value of one plotted point (i. e., the size of the error bars) should be one order of magnitude smaller than the variance between plotted points. In the companion notebook, we give an example of code which calculates the number of repetitions required for a desired smoothness. Frameworks exist that automate the repeated measurements, for example Google Benchmark. 10 In the context of binary hypothesis tests, the statistical power of a test is the probability that it correctly distinguishes between hypotheses, i. e., rejects a false null hypothesis in the classical approach. A larger sample size, a stronger effect or less variance in measurements all lead to a more powerful test. For further reading, see the extensive literature about statistical power [35, 36] .
All these calculations for the number of necessary experiments require an estimate of the variance of results -which might be unavailable before conducting the experiments. It might thus be necessary to start with a small initial set of instances to plan and prepare for the main experiments. 11 
Parameter Tuning
Experiments are not only a necessary ingredient to validate our hypothesis, but also a helpful discovery tool in a previous stage [9] . Some algorithm's behavior depends on tunable parameters. For example, the 8 Most importantly the t-statistic used in confidence intervals and t-tests. In Bayesian statistics, the marginal posterior distribution of a parameter with a Gaussian likelihood also follows a t-distribution, at least when using a conjugate prior [33] . 9 The mean that would result given infinite samples. 10 https://github.com/google/benchmark. 11 Also called pilot study, as opposed to the main experiments called workhorse study, see [37] and [38] .
well-known hybrid implementation of Quicksort switches between Insertionsort and Quicksort depending on whether the current array size is above or below a tunable threshold M [39] . An example from network analysis includes a plethora of approximation methods that calculate some centrality measure using sampling [22, 23, 40] . In such cases the number of selected samples may highly impact the performance of the algorithm. Experiments are thus used to determine the adequate number of samples that achieves a good approximation.
The KADABRA algorithm consists of two phases, in which bounds for a sampling process are first computed (Line 3 in Algorithm 1 of Section 3.2) and then used (when checking the stopping condition in line 9). Tighter bounds are more expensive to compute but save time in the later phase; their quality is thus an important tradeoff. When evaluating a newly developed algorithm, there is the risk (or even temptation) to tune its parameters for optimal performance in the experiments while using general default parameters for all competitors. This may often happen with no ill intent -researchers usually know their own algorithm best. To ensure generalizability of results, we recommend to split the set of instances into a tuning set and an evaluation set. The tuning set is used to find good tuning parameters for all algorithms, while the main experiments are performed on the evaluation set. Only results from the evaluation set should be used to draw and support conclusions. Note that the tuning set can also be used to derive an initial variance estimate, as discussed in Section 4.3.
How to Create the Tuning Set and the Evaluation Set
The tuning set should be structurally similar to the whole data set, so that parameter tuning yields good general performance and is representative for the evaluation set. 12 Tuning and evaluation sets should be disjoint. For large data sets, simple random sampling (i. e., simply picking instances from the data set uniformly at random and without replacement) yields such a representative split in expectation. Stratified sampling (i. e., partitioning the data set, applying simple random sampling to each partition and merging the result) [41] guarantees it.
In our example, note that our data set is already partitioned into different classes of networks (hyperlink, social, infrastructure, etc.), and that those classes are fairly balanced (see Table 2 ). We can thus select a certain fraction of instances in each network class as tuning set.
In case of computationally expensive tuning, it is advantageous to keep the tuning set small, for large data sets it can be much smaller than the evaluation set. In our example, we select a single instance per network class, as seen in Table 3 . Note that these considerations are similar to the creation of training, test and validation sets in machine learning. While some other sampling methods are equally applicable, more sophisticated methods like statistical learning theory optimize for different objectives and are thus not considered here [42] [43] [44] .
Determining Your Competition
Competitor algorithms solve the same or a similar problem and are not dominated in the relevant metrics by other approaches in the literature. Since we focus on the design of the experimental pipeline, we consider only competitors that are deemed implementable. The best ones among them are considered the state of the art (SotA), here with respect to the criteria most relevant for our claims about KADABRA.
Other considerations are discussed next. Unavailable Source Code
The source code of a competing algorithm may be unavailable and sometimes even the executable is not shared by its authors. If one can implement the competing algorithm with reasonable effort (to be weighted against the importance of the competitor), you should do so. If this is not possible, a viable option is to compare experimental results with published data. For a fair comparison, the experimental settings should then be replicated as closely as possible. In order to avoid this scenario, we recommend open-source code; it offers better transparency and replicability (also see 5.2).
Solving a Different Problem
In some cases, the problem our algorithm solves is different from established problems and there is no previous algorithm solving it. Here, it is often still meaningful to compare against the SotA for the established problem. For example, if we consider the dynamic case of a static problem for the first time [45] [46] [47] or an approximation version for an exact problem [21, 22, 48] or provide the first parallel version of an algorithm [49] . Another example can be an optimization problem with a completely new constraint. While this may change optimal solutions dramatically compared to a previous formulation, a comparison to the SotA for the previous formulation may still be the best assessment. If the problem is so novel that no comparison is meaningful, however, there is no reason for an experimental comparison. 13 
Comparisons on Different Systems
Competitors may be designed to run on different systems. Recently, many algorithms take advantage of accelerators, mainly GPUs, and this trend has also affected the algorithmic network analysis community [50] [51] [52] . A direct comparison between CPU and GPU implementations is not necessarily meaningful due to different architectural characteristics and memory sizes. Yet, such a comparison may be the only choice if no other GPU implementation exists. In this case, one should compare against a multithreaded CPU implementation that should be tuned for high performance as well. Indirect comparisons can, and should, be done using system independent measures (4.6).
KADABRA Example
The most relevant candidates to compare against KADABRA are the SotA algorithms RK [23] and ABRA [24] . The same algorithms are chosen as competitors in the original KADABRA paper. However, in our paper we focus only on a single comparison, the one between KADABRA and RK. This is intended in order to highlight the main purpose of our work -to demonstrate the benefits of a thoughtful experimental design for meaningful comparisons of network-related algorithms. Reporting the actual results of such a comparison is of secondary importance. Furthermore, RK and ABRA exhibit similar behavior in the original KADABRA paper, with RK being overall slightly faster. Again, for the purpose of our paper, this is an adequate reason to choose RK over ABRA. 14 
Metrics
The most common metric for an algorithm's performance is its wall-clock running time. For solution quality, the metrics are usually problem-specific; often, the gap between an algorithm's solution and the optimum is reported as a percentage (if known). In the following, we highlight situations that require more specific metrics. First, we discuss metrics for evaluating an algorithm's running time.
Running Time

CPU Time vs. Wall-clock Time
For sequential algorithms, evaluations should prefer CPU time over wall-clock time. Indeed, this is the running time metric that we use in our KADABRA experiments. Compared to wall-clock time, CPU time is less influenced by external factors such as OS scheduling or other processes running on the same machine. The exception to this rule are algorithms that depend on those external factors such as external memory algorithms (where disregarding the time spent in system-level I/O routines would be unfair). In the same line of reasoning, evaluations of parallel algorithms would be based on wall-clock time as they depend on specifics of the OS scheduler.
Architecture-specific Metrics CPU and wall-clock times heavily depend on the microarchitecture of the CPU the algorithm is executed on. If comparability with data generated on similar CPUs from other vendors or microarchitectures is desired, other metrics should be taken into account. Such metrics can be accessed by utilizing the performance monitoring features of modern CPUs: these allow determining the number of executed instructions, the number of memory accesses (both are mostly independent of the CPU microarchitecture) or the number of cache misses (which depends on the cache size and cache strategy, but not necessarily the CPU model). If one is interested in how efficient algorithms are in exploiting the CPU architecture, the utilization of CPU components can be measured (example: the time spent on executing ALU instructions compared to the time that the ALU is stalled while waiting for results of previous instructions or memory fetches). Among some common open-source tools to access CPU performance counters are the perf profiler, Oprofile (on linux only) and CodeXL.
System-independent Metrics
It is desirable to compare different algorithms on the same system. However, in reality, this is not always possible, e. g., because systems required to run competitors are unavailable. For such cases, even if we do not run into such issues ourselves, we should also consider system-independent metrics. For example, this can be the speedup of a newly proposed algorithm against some base algorithm that can be tested on all systems. As an example, for betweenness centrality, some papers re-implement the Brandes [20] algorithm and compare their performance against it [24, 45, 53] . As this metric is independent of the hardware, it can even be used to compare implementations on different systems, e. g., CPU versus GPU implementations. System-independent metrics also include algorithm-specific metrics, like the number of iterations of an algorithm or the number of edges visited. Those are particularly useful when similar algorithms are compared, e. g., if the algorithms are iterative and only differ in their choice of the stopping condition.
Aggregation and Algorithmic Speedup
Running time measurements are generally affected by fluctuations, so that the same experiment is repeated multiple times. To arrive at one value per instance, one usually computes the arithmetic mean over the experiments (unless the data are highly skewed). A comparison between the running times (or other metrics) of two algorithms A and B on different data sets may result in drastically different values, e. g., because the instances differ in size or complexity. For a concise evaluation, one is here also interested in aggregate values. In such a case it is recommended to aggregate over ratios of these metrics; regarding running time, this would mean to compute the algorithmic speedup 15 of A with respect to B. 16 To summarize multiple ratios, one can use the geometric mean [55] :
as it has the fundamental property that GM(speedup) =
GM(running times of A) GM(running times of B)
. Which mean is most appropriate for which aggregation is a matter of some discussion [56] [57] [58] .
Solution Quality
Next, we discuss metrics for solution quality. Here, the correct measurements are naturally problem-specific; often, there is no single quality indicator but multiple orthogonal indicators are used.
Empirical vs. Worst-case Solution Quality
As mentioned in the introduction, worst-case guarantees proven in theoretical models are rarely approached in real-world settings. For example, the accuracy of the ABRA algorithm for betweenness approximation has been observed to be always below the fixed absolute error, even in experiments where this was only guaranteed for 90% of all instances [24] . Thus, experimental comparisons should include also metrics for which theoretical guarantees are known.
Comparing Against (Unknown) Ground Truth For many problems and instances beyond a certain size, ground truth (in the sense of the exact value of a centrality score or the true community structure of a network) is neither known nor feasible to compute. For betweenness centrality, however, AlGhamdi et al. [59] have computed exact scores for large graphs by investing into considerable supercomputing time. The absence of ground truth or exact values, in turn, clearly requires the comparison to other algorithms in order to evaluate an algorithm's solution quality.
Guidelines for the Experimental Pipeline
Organizing and running all the required experiments can be a time-consuming activity, especially if not planned and carried out carefully. That is why we propose techniques and ideas to orchestrate this procedure efficiently. The experimental pipeline can be divided into four phases. In the first one, we finalize the algorithm's implementation as well as the scripts/code for the experiments themselves. 17 Next, we submit the experiments for execution (even if the experiments are to be executed locally, we advise to use some scheduling/batch system). In the third phase, the experiments run and create the output files. Finally, we parse the output files to gather the information about the relevant metrics. 15 The parallel speedup of an algorithm A is instead the speedup of the parallel execution of A against its sequential execution, more precisely the ratio of the running time of the fastest sequential algorithm and the running time of the parallel algorithm.
It can be used to analyze how efficiently an algorithm has been parallelized. 16 To achieve a fair comparison of the algorithmic aspects of A and B, the algorithmic speedup is often computed over their sequential executions [54] . In view of today's ubiquitous parallelism, this perspective may need to be reconsidered, though. 17 It is important to use scripts or some external tool in order to automate the experimental pipeline. This also helps to reduce human errors and simplifies repeatability and replicability.
Implementation Aspects
Techniques for implementing algorithms are beyond the scope for this paper; however, we give an overview of tooling that should be used for developing algorithmic code.
Source code should always be stored in version control systems (VCS); nowadays, the most commonly used VCS is Git [60] . For scientific experiments, a VCS should also be used to version scripts that drive experiments, valuable raw experimental data and evaluation scripts. Storing instance names and algorithm parameters of experiments in VCS is beneficial, e. g., when multiple iterations of experiments are done due to the AE cycle.
The usual principles for software testing (e. g., unit tests and assertions) should be applied to ensure that code behaves as expected. This is particularly important in growing projects where seemingly local changes can affect other project parts with which the developer is not very familiar. It is often advantageous to open-source code. 18 The Open Source Initiative keeps a list 19 An alternative is to use a VCS server within one's own organization, which reduces the dependence on commercial interests. In an academic context, a better accessibility can have the benefit of a higher scientific impact of the algorithms. For long-term archival storage, in turn, institutional repositories may be necessary.
Naturally, code should be well-structured and documented to encourage further scientific participation. Code documentation highly benefits from documentation generator tools such as Doxygen. 20 Profiling is usually used to find bottlenecks and optimize implementations, e. g., using tools such as the perf profiler on Linux, Valgrind [64] or a commercial profiler such as VTune [65] .
Repeatability, Replicability and Reproducibility
Terminology differs between venues; the Association of Computing Machinery defines repeatability as obtaining the same results when the same team repeats the experiments, replicability for a different team but the same programs and reproducibility for the case of a reimplementation by a different team. Our recommendations are mostly concerned with replicability.
In a perfect world scenario, the behavior of experiments is completely determined by their code version, command line arguments and configuration files. From that point of view, the ideal case for replicability, which is increasingly demanded by conferences and journals 21 in experimental algorithms, looks like this: A single executable program automatically downloads or generates the input files, compiles the programs, runs the experiments and recreates the plots and figures shown in the paper from the results.
Unfortunately, in reality some programs are non-deterministic and give different outputs for the same settings. If randomization is used, this problem is usually avoided by fixing an initial seed of a pseudo-random number generator. This seed is just another argument to the program and can be handled like all others. However, parallel programs might still cause genuine non-determinism in the output, e. g., if the computation depends on the order in which a large search space is explored [66, 67] in which messages from other processors arrive. 22 If these effects are of a magnitude that they affect the final result, these experiments need to be repeated sufficiently often to cover the distribution of outputs. A replication would then aim at showing that its achieved results are, while not identical, equivalent in practice. For a formal way to show such practical equivalence, see Section 7.4.1. Implementations often depend on libraries or certain compiler versions. This might lead to complications in later replications when dependencies are no longer available or incompatible with modern systems. Providing a virtual machine image or container addresses this problem.
Running Experiments
Running experiments means to take care of many details: Instances need to be generated or downloaded, jobs need to be submitted to batch systems 23 or executed locally, running jobs need to be monitored, crashes need to be detected, crashing jobs need to be restarted without restarting all experiments, etc. To avoid human errors, improve reproducibilty and accelerate those tasks, scripts and tooling should be employed.
To help with these recurring tasks, we provide as a supplement to this paper SimexPal, a command-line tool to automate the aforementioned tasks (among others). 24 This tool allows the user to manage instances and experiments, launch jobs and monitor the status of those jobs. While our tool is not the only possible way to automate these tasks, we do hope that it improves over the state of writing custom scripts for each individual experiment. SimexPal is configured using a simple YAML [69] file and only requires a minimal amount of user-supplied code. To illustrate this concept, we give an example configuration in Figure 1 . Here, run is the only piece of user-supplied code that needs to be written. run executes the algorithm and prints the output (e.g. running times) to stdout. Given such a configuration file, the graph instances can be downloaded using simex instances download. After that is done, jobs can be started using the command simex experiments launch. SimexPal takes care of not launching experiments twice and never overwrites existing output files. simex experiments list monitors the progress of all jobs. If 22 As an example, some associative calculations are not associative when implemented with floating point numbers [68] . In such a case, the order of several, say, additions, matters. 23 Note that the exact submission mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper, as it heavily depends on the batch system in question. Nevertheless, our guidelines and tooling suggestions can easily be adapted to all common batch system, such as Slurm (https://slurm.schedmd.com/) or PBS (https://www.pbspro.org/). 24 SimexPal can be found at https://github.com/hu-macsy/simexpal. a job crashes, simex experiments purge can be used to remove the corresponding output files. The next launch command will rerun that particular job.
Structuring Output Files
Output files typically store three kinds of data: (i) experimental results, e. g., running times and measures of solution quality, (ii) metadata that completely specify the parameters and the environment of the run, so that the run can be replicated (see Section 5.2), and (iii) supplementary data, e. g., the solution to the input problem that can be used to understand the algorithm's behavior and to verify its correctness. Care must be taken to ensure that output files are suitable for long-term archival storage (which is mandated by good scientific practices [70]). Furthermore, carefully designing output files helps to accelerate experiments by avoiding unnecessary runs that did not produce all relevant information (e. g., if the focus of experiments changes after exploration).
Choosing which experimental results to output is problem-specific but usually straightforward. For metadata, we recommend to include enough information to completely specify the executed algorithm version, its parameters and input instance, as well as the computing environment. This usually involves the following data: The VCS commit hash of the implementation and compiler(s) as well as all libraries the implementation depends on 25 name (or path) of the input instance, values of parameters of the algorithm (including random seeds 26 ), host name of the machine and current date and time. 27 Implementations that depend on hardware details (e. g., parallel algorithms or external-memory algorithms) want to log CPU, GPU and/or memory configurations, as well as versions of relevant libraries and drivers.
The relevance of different kinds of supplementary data is highly problem-dependent. Examples include (partial) solutions to the input problem, numbers of iterations that an algorithm performs, snapshots of the algorithm's state at key points during the execution or measurements of the time spent in different parts of the algorithm. Such supplementary data is useful to better understand an algorithm's behavior, to verify the correctness of the implementation or to increase confidence in the experimental results (i. e., that the running times or solution qualities reported in a paper are actually correct). If solutions are stored, automated correctness checks can be used to find and debug problems or to demonstrate that no such problems exist.
The output format itself should be chosen to be both human readable and machine parsable. Human readability is particularly important for long-term archival storage, as parsers for proprietary binary formats (and the knowledge of how to use them) can be lost over time. Machine parsability enables automated extraction of experimental results; this is preferable over manual extraction, which is inefficient and error-prone. Thus, we recommend structured data formats like YAML (or JSON [71]). Those formats can be easily understood by humans; furthermore, there is a large variety of libraries to process them in any commonly used programming language. If plain text files are used, we suggest to ensure that experimental results can be extracted by simple regular expressions or similar tools.
KADABRA Example
Let us apply these guidelines to our example of the KADABRA algorithm using SimexPal with the YAML file format. For each instance, we report KADABRA's running time, the values of the parameters 25 Experiments should never run uncommitted code. If there are any uncommitted changes, we suggest to print a comment to the output file to ensure that the experimental data in question does enter a paper. 26 If the implementation's behavior can be controlled by a large number of parameters, it makes sense to print command line arguments as well as relevant environment variables and (excerpts from) configuration files to the output file. 27 Date and time help to identify the context of the experiments based on archived output data. and δ, the random seed that was used for the run, the number τ of samples that the run required and the top-25 nodes of the resulting betweenness centrality ranking and their betweenness scores. The number 25 here is chosen arbitrarily, as a good balance between the amount of information that we store to verify the plausibility of the results and the amount of space consumed by the output. To fully identify the benchmark setting, we also report the hostname, our git commit hash, our random generator seed and the current date and time. Figure 2 gives an example how the resulting output file looks like.
Gathering Results
When the experiments are done, one has to verify that all runs were successful. Then, the output data has to be parsed to extract the desired experimental data for later evaluation. Again, we recommend the use of tools for parsing. In particular, SimexPal offers a Python package to collect output data. Figure 3 depicts a complete script that computes average running times for different algorithms on the same set of instances, using only seven lines of Python code. Note that SimexPal takes care of reading the output files and checking that all runs indeed succeeded (using the function collect_successful_results()).
In our example, we assume that the output files are formatted as YAML (thus we use the function yaml.load() to parse them). In case a custom format is used (e. g., when reading output from a competitor where the output format cannot be controlled), the user has to supply a small function to parse the output. Fortunately, this can usually be done using regular expressions (e. g., with Python's regex module). Now would also a good time to aggregate data appropriately (unless this has been taken care of before, also see Section 4.6).
Visualizing Results
After the experiments have finished, the recorded data and results need to be explored and analyzed before they can finally be reported. Data visualization in the form of various different plots is a helpful tool both in the exploration phase and also in the final communication of the experimental results and the formal statistical analysis. The amount of data collected during the experiments is typically too large to report in its entirety and hence meaningful and faithful data aggregations are needed. 28 While descriptive summary statistics such as means, medians, quartiles, variances, standard deviations, or correlation coefficients, as well as results from statistical testing like p-values or confidence intervals provide a well-founded summary of the data, they do so, by design, only at a very coarse level. The same statistics can even originate from very different underlying data: a famous example is Anscombe's quartet [72] , a collection of four sets of eleven points in R 2 with very different point distributions, yet (almost) the same summary statistics such as mean, variance, or correlation. 29 It is a striking example of how important it can be not to rely on summary statistics alone, but to visualize experimental data graphically. A more recent example is the datasaurus. 30 Here we discuss a selection of plot types for data visualization with focus on algorithm engineering experiments, together with guidelines when to use which type of plot depending on the properties of the data. For a more comprehensive introduction to data visualization, we refer the reader to some of the in-depth literature on the topic [73] [74] [75] . Furthermore, there are many powerful libraries and tools for generating data plots, e. g., R 31 and the ggplot2 package 32 , gnuplot 33 , matplotlib. 34 Also mathematical software such as MATLAB 35 (or even spreadsheet tools) can generate various types of plots from your data. For more details about creating plots in one of these tools, we refer to the respective user manuals and various available tutorials.
When presenting data in two-dimensional plots, marks are the basic graphical elements or geometric primitives to show data. They can be points (zero-dimensional), lines (1D), or areas (2D). Each mark can be further refined and enriched by visual variables or channels such as their position, size, shape, color, orientation, texture, etc. to encode different aspects of the data. The most important difference between those channels is that some are more suitable to represent categorical data (e. g., graph properties, algorithms, data sources) by assigning different shapes or colors to them, whereas others are well suited for showing quantitative and ordered data (e. g., input sizes, timings, quantitative quality measures) by mapping them to a spatial position, size, or lightness. For instance, in Figure 6 we use blue circles as marks for one of the algorithms, while for the other we use orange crosses. Using different shapes makes sure that the plots are still readable if printed in grey-scale. Not all channels are equally expressive and effective in encoding information for the human visual system, so that one has to carefully select which aspects of the data to map to which channels, possibly also using redundancy. For more details see the textbooks [76] and [77] .
As discussed in Section 4.6, the types of metrics from algorithmic experiments comprise two main aspects: running time data and solution quality data. Both types of metrics can consist of absolute or relative values. Typically, further attributes and parameters of the experimental data, of the algorithms, and of the input instances are relevant to include in a visualization to communicate the experimental findings. These can range from hardware-specific parameters, over the set of algorithms and possible algorithm-specific parameters, to instance-dependent parameters such as certain graph properties. Depending on the experiment's focus, one needs to decide on the parameters to show in a plot and on how to map them 28 For future reference and repeatability, it may make sense to include relevant raw data in tables in the appendix. But raw data tables are rarely good for illustrating trends in the data. 29 to marks and channels. Typically, the most important metric to answer the guiding research question (e. g., running time or solution quality) is plotted along the y-axis. The x-axis, in turn, is used for the most relevant parameter describing the instances (e. g., instance size for a scalability evaluation or a graph parameter for evaluating its influence on the solution quality). Additional parameters of interest can then be represented by using distinctly colored or shaped marks for different experimental conditions such as the respective algorithm, an algorithmic parameter or properties of the used hardware, see for example that, in Figures 6 instance roadNet-TX is plotted differently because RK did not finish within the allocated time frame of 7 hours. Before starting to plot the data, one needs to decide whether raw absolute data should be visualized (e. g., running times or objective function values) or whether the data should be shown relative to some baseline value, or be normalized prior to plotting. This decision typically depends on the specific algorithmic problem, the experimental setup and the underlying research questions to be answered. For instance, when the experiment is about a new algorithm for a particular problem, the algorithmic speedup or possible improvement in solution quality with respect to an earlier algorithm may be of interest; hence, running time ratios or quality ratios can be computed as a variable to plot -as shown in Figure 5 with respect to KADABRA and RK. Another possibility of data preprocessing is to normalize certain aspects of the experimental data before creating a plot. For example, to understand effects caused by properties of the hardware, such as cache sizes and other memory effects, one may normalize running time measurements by the algorithm's time complexity in terms of n and m, the number of vertices and edges of the input graph, and examine if the resulting computation times are constant or not. A wide range of meaningful data processing and analysis can be done before showing the resulting data in a visualization. While we just gave a few examples, the actual decision of what to show in a plot needs to be made by the designers of the experiment after carefully exploring all relevant aspects of the data from various perspectives. For the remainder of this section, we assume that all data values to be visualized have been selected. A very fundamental plot is the scatter plot, which maps two variables of the data (e. g., size and running time) onto the x-and y-axis, see Figure 6 . Every instance of the experiment produces its own point mark in the plot, by using its values of the two chosen variables as coordinates. Further variables of the data can be mapped to the remaining channels such as color, symbol shape, symbol size, or texture. If the number of instances is not too large, a scatter plot can give an accurate visualization of the characteristics and trends of the data. However, for large numbers of instances, overplotting can quickly lead to scatter plots that become hard to read.
In such cases, the data needs to be aggregated before plotting, by grouping similar instances and showing summaries instead. The simplest way to show aggregated data, such as repeated runs of the same instances, is to plot a single point mark for each group, e. g., using the mean or median, and then optionally putting a vertical error bar on top of it showing one standard deviation or a particular confidence interval of the variable within each group. Such a plot can be well suited for showing how running times scale with the instance size. If the sample sizes in the experiment have been chosen to cover the domain well, one may amplify the salience of Figure 7 . Plots on variance of running times. For each instance in the evaluation set, we perform 5 repeated runs and calculate the mean. Shown in the plot are, for each run, the distance to the mean, divided by the mean. This way we get the relative running time variance for every instance. Here, we use a box and a violin plot for illustration purposes; in a scientific paper one of the two should be chosen. Notice also that instance roadNet-TX is missing for RK since it did not finish within the 7 hours limit.
the trend in the data by linking the point marks by a line plot. However, this visually implies a linear interpolation between neighboring measurements and therefore should only be done if sufficiently many sample points are included and the plot is not misleading. Obviously, if categorical data are represented on the x-axis, one should never connect the point marks by a line plot.
At the same time, the scale of the two coordinate axes is also of interest. While a linear scale is the most natural and least confusing for human interpretation, some data sets contain values that may grow exponentially. On a linear scale, this results in the large values dominating the entire plot and the small values disappear in a very narrow band. In such cases, axes with a logarithmic scale can be used; however, this should always be made explicit in the axis labeling and the caption of the plot.
A more advanced summary plot is the box plot (or box-and-whiskers plot), where all repeated runs of the same instance or sets of instances with equal or similar size form a group, see Figure 7a . This group is represented as a single glyph showing simultaneously the median, the quartiles, the minimum and maximum values or another percentile, as well as possibly outliers as individual marks. If the x-axis shows an ordered variable such as instance size, one can still clearly see the scalability trend in the data as well as the variability within each homogeneous group of instances.
Violin plots take the idea of box plots even further and draw the contour of the density distribution of the variable mapped to the y-axis within each group, see Figure 7b . It is thus visually more informative than a simple box plot, but also more complex and thus possibly more difficult to read. When deciding for a particular type of plot, one has to explore the properties of the data and choose a plot type that is neither oversimplifying them nor more complex than needed.
Data from algorithmic experiments may also often be aggregated by some attribute into groups of different sizes. In order to show the distribution of the instances into these groups, bar charts (for categorical data) or histograms (for continuous data) can be used to visualize the cardinality of each group. Such diagrams are often available in public repositories like KONECT. 36 For a complex network, for example, one may want to plot the degree distribution of its nodes with the degree (or bins with a specific degree range) on the x-axis and the number of vertices with a particular degree (or in a particular degree range) on the y-axis. Such a histogram can then quickly reveal how skewed the degree distribution is. Similarly, histograms can be useful to show solution quality ratios obtained by one or more algorithms by defining bins based on selected ranges of quality ratios. Such a plot quickly indicates to the reader what percentage of instances could be solved within a required quality range, e. g., at least 95% of the optimum. of the algorithm(s) and the y-axis displays the quality. This allows A single plot can contain multiple experimental conditions simultaneously. For instance, when showing running time behavior and scalability of a new algorithm compared to previous approaches, a single plot with multiple trend lines in different colors or textures or with visually distinct mark shapes can be very useful to make comparisons among the competing algorithms. Clearly, a legend needs to specify the mapping between the data and the marks and channels in the plot. Here it is strongly advisable to use the same mapping if multiple plots are used that all belong together. But, as a final remark, bear in mind the size and resolution of the created figures. Avoid clutter and ensure that your conclusion remains clearly visible!
Evaluating Results with Statistical Analysis
Even if a result looks obvious 37 , it can benefit from a statistical analysis to quantify it, especially if random components or heuristics are involved. The most common questions for a statistical analysis are:
• Do the experimental results support a given hypothesis, or is the measured difference possibly just random noise? This question is addressed by hypothesis testing.
• How large is a measured effect, i. e., which underlying real differences are plausible given the experimental measurements? This calls for parameter estimation.
• If we want to answer the first two questions satisfactorily, how many data points do we need? This is commonly called power analysis. As this issue affects the planning of experiments, we discussed it already in Section 4.3.
The two types of hypotheses we discussed in Section 4.1 roughly relate to hypothesis tests and parameter estimation. Papers proposing new algorithms mostly have hypotheses of the first type: The newly proposed algorithm is faster, yields solutions with better quality or is otherwise advantageous.
In many empirical sciences, the predominant notion has been null hypothesis significance testing (NHST), in which a statistic of the measured data is compared with the distribution of this statistic under the null hypothesis, an assumed scenario where all measured differences are due to chance. Previous works on statistical analysis of experimental algorithms, including the excellent overviews of McGeoch [37] and Coffin and Saltzmann [15] , use this paradigm.
Due to some limitations of the NHST model, a shift towards parameter estimation [78] [79] [80] [81] and also Bayesian methods [82] [83] [84] is taking place in the statistical community.
We aim at applying the current state of the art in statistical analysis to algorithm engineering, but since no firm consensus has been reached [80] , we discuss both frequentist and Bayesian approaches. As an example for null hypothesis testing, we investigate whether the KADABRA and the RK algorithms give equivalent results for the same input graphs. While this equivalence test could also be performed using Bayesian inference, we use a null hypothesis test for illustration purposes.
It is easy to see from running time plots (e. g., Figure 6 ) that KADABRA is faster than RK. To quantify this speedup, we use Bayesian methods to infer plausible values for the algorithmic speedup and different scaling behavior. We further evaluate the influence of the graph diameter on the running time. 37 It fulfills the "inter-ocular trauma test", as the saying goes, the evidence hitting you between the eyes.
Statistical Model
A statistical model defines a family of probability distribution over experimental measurements. Many experimental running times have some degree of randomness: Caching effects, network traffic and influence of other processes contribute to this, sometimes the tested algorithm is randomized itself. Even a deterministic implementation on deterministic hardware can only be tested on a finite set of input data, representing a random draw from the infinite set of possible inputs. A model encodes our assumptions about how these sources of randomness combine to yield the distribution of outputs we see. If, for example, the measurement error consists of many additive and independent parts, the central limit theorem justifies a normal distribution.
To enable useful inferences, the model should have at least one free parameter corresponding to a quantity of interest. Any model is necessarily an abstraction, as expressed in the aphorism "all models are wrong, but some are useful" [85] .
Example
Suppose we want to investigate whether KADABRA scales better than RK on inputs of increasing size. Figure 6 shows running times of KADABRA and RK with respect to the instance size. These are spread out, implying either that the running time is highly variable, or that it depends on aspects other than the instance size.
A companion Jupyter notebook including this example and the following inferences is included in the supplementary materials.
In general, running times are modeled as functions of the input size, sometimes with additional properties of the input. The running time of KADABRA, for example, possibly depends on the diameter of the input graph. Algorithms in network analysis often have polynomial running times where a reasonable upper bound for the leading exponent can be found. Thus, the running time can be modeled as such a polynomial, written as a + bn + cn 2 + dn 3 + . . . + α log n + β log log n + . . ., with the unknown coefficients of the polynomial being the free parameters of the model.
However, a large number of free model parameters makes inference difficult. This includes the danger of overfitting, i. e., inferring parameter values that precisely fit the measured results but are unlikely to generalize.
To evaluate the scaling behavior, it is thus often more useful to focus on the largest exponent instead. Let T A (n) be the running time of the implementation of RK and T B (n) the running time of the implementation of KADABRA on inputs of size n, with unknown parameters α A , α B , β A and β B . 38
The term explicitly models the error; it can be due to variability in inputs (some instances might be harder to process than others of the same size) and measurement noise (some runs suffer from interference or caching effects). Since harder inputs are not constrained to additive difficulty and longer runs have more opportunity to experience adverse hardware effects, we choose a multiplicative error term. 39 Taking the logarithms of both sides makes the equations linear:
A commonly chosen distribution for additive errors is Gaussian, justified by the central limit theorem [86] . Since longer runs have more exposure to possibly adverse hardware or network effects we consider multiplicative error terms to be more likely and use a log-normal distribution. 40 Since the logarithm of the log-normal distribution is a normal (Gaussian) distribution, Equations 4 and 5 can be rewritten as normally distributed random variables:
This form shows more intuitively the idea that a statistical model is a set of probability measures on experimental outcomes. In this example, the set of probability measures modeling the performance of an algorithm are parametrized by the tuple (α, β, σ) ∈ R 3 .
A problem remains if the input instances are very inhomogeneous. In that case, both A and B have a large estimated variance (σ 2 ). Even if the variability of performance on the same instance is small, any genuine performance difference might be wrongly attributed to the large inter-instance variance. This issue can be addressed with a combined model as recommended by Coffin and Saltzmann [15] , in which the running time T A (x) of A is a function of the running time T B (x) of B on the same instance x:
For a more extensive overview of modeling experimental algorithms, see [37] .
Model Fit
Several methods exist to infer parameters when fitting a statistical model to experimental data. The most well-known is arguably the maximum-likelihood fit, choosing parameters for a distribution that give the highest probability for the observed measurements. In the case of a linear model with a normally distributed error, this is equivalent to a least-squares fit [87] . Such a fit yields a single estimate for plausible parameter values.
Given random variations in the measurement, we are also interested in the range of plausible values, quantifying the uncertainty involved in measurement and instance selection. This is covered in Sections 7.3.2 and 7.4.
Formalizing Hypotheses
Previously (Section 4.1), we discussed two types of hypotheses. The first type is that a new algorithm is better in some aspect than the state of the art. The second type claims insight into how the behavior of an algorithm depends on settings and properties of the input. We now express these same hypotheses more formally, as statements about the parameters in a statistical model. The two types are then related to the statistical approaches of hypothesis testing and parameter estimation.
Considering the scaling model presented in Equation (8) and the question whether implementation A scales better than implementation B, the parameter in question is the exponent β A/B . The hypothesis that A scales better than B is equivalent to log(β A/B ) < 0; both scaling the same implies log(β A/B ) = 0. Note that the first hypothesis does not imply a fully specified probability distribution on β A/B , merely restricting it to the negative half-plane. The hypothesis of log(β A/B ) = 0 does completely specify such a distribution (i. e., a point mass of probability 1 at 0), which is useful for later statistical inference.
Frequentist Methods
Frequentist statistics defines the probability of an experimental outcome as the limit of its relative frequency when the number of experiments trends towards infinity. This is usually denoted as the classical approach.
Null Hypothesis Significance Testing
As discussed above, null hypothesis significance testing evaluates a proposed hypothesis by contrasting it with a null hypothesis, which states that no true difference exists and the observed difference is due to chance. As an example application, we compare the approximation quality of KADABRA and RK. From theory, we would expect higher approximation errors from KADABRA, since it samples fewer paths. We investigate whether the measured empirical difference supports this theory, or could also be explained with random measurement noise, i. e., with the null hypothesis (denoted with H 0 ) of both algorithms having the same distribution of errors and just measuring higher errors from KADABRA by coincidence. Here it is an advantage that the proposed alternate hypothesis (i. e., the distributions are meaningfully different) does not need an explicit modeling of the output distribution, as the distribution of differences in our case does not follow an easily parameterizable distribution.
When deciding whether to reject a null hypothesis (and by implication, support the alternate hypothesis), it is possible to make one of two errors: (i) rejecting a null hypothesis, even though it is true (false positive), (ii) failing to reject a false null hypothesis (false negative). In such probabilistic decisions, the error rate deemed acceptable often depends on the associated costs for each type of error. For scientific research, Fisher suggested that a false positive rate of 5% is acceptable [88] , and most fields follow that suggestion. This threshold is commonly denoted as α.
Controlling for the first kind of error, the p-value is defined as the probability that a summary statistic as extreme as the observed one would have occurred given the null hypothesis [89] . Please note that this is not the probability P (H 0 |observations), i. e., the probability that the null hypothesis is true given the observations.
For practical purposes, a wide range of statistical hypothesis tests have been developed, which aggregate measurements to a summary statistic and often require certain conditions. For an overview of which of them are applicable in which situation, see the excellent textbook of Young and Smith [89] . In our example the paired results are of very different instances and clearly not normally distributed. We thus avoid the common t-test and use a Wilcoxon test of pairs [90] from the SciPy [91] stats module, yielding a p-value of 5.9 · 10 −5 , see cell 14 of the statistics notebook in the supplementary materials. Since this is smaller than our threshold α of 0.05, one would thus say that this result allows us to reject the null hypothesis at the level of 5.9 · 10 −5 . Such a difference is commonly called statistically significant. To decide whether it is actually significant in practice, we look at the magnitude of the difference: The error of KADABRA is about one order of magnitude higher for most instances, which we would call significant.
Multiple Comparisons
The NHST approach guarantees that of all false hypotheses, the expected fraction that seem significant when tested is at most α. Often though, a publication tests more than one hypotheses. For methods to address this problem and adjust the probability that any null hypothesis in an experiment is falsely rejected (also called the familywise error rate), see Bonferroni [92] and Holm [93] .
Confidence Intervals
One of the main criticism of NHST is that it ignores effect sizes; the magnitude of the p-value says nothing about the magnitude of the effect. More formally, for every true effect with size > 0 and every significance level α, there exists an n 0 so that all experiments containing n ≥ n 0 measurements are likely to reject the null hypothesis at level α. Following this, Coffin and Saltzmann [15] caution against overly large data sets -a recommendation which comes with its own set of problems.
The statistical response to the problem of small but meaningless p-values with large data sets is a shift away from hypothesis testing to parameter estimation. Instead of asking whether the difference between populations is over a threshold, the difference is quantified as a parameter in a statistical model, see also Section 7.2. As Kruschke et al. [83] put it, the null hypothesis test asks whether the null value of a parameter would be rejected at a given significance level. A confidence interval merely asks which other parameter values would not be rejected [83] . We refer to [94, 95] for a formal definition and usage guidelines.
Bayesian Inference
Bayesian statistics defines the probability of an experimental outcome as the uncertainty of knowledge about it. Bayes's theorem gives a formal way to update probabilities on new observations. In its simplest form for discrete events and hypotheses, it can be given as:
When observing outcome A, the probability of hypothesis H 1 is proportional to the probability of A conditioned on H 1 multiplied by the prior probability P (H 1 ). The conditional probability P (A|H 1 ) of an outcome A given an hypothesis H 1 is also called the likelihood of H 1 . The prior probability reflects the estimation before making observations, based on background knowledge. Extended to continuous distributions, Bayes's rule allows to combine a statistical model with a set of measurements and a prior probability distribution over parameters to yield a posterior probability distribution over parameters. This posterior distribution reflects both the uncertainty in measurements and possible prior knowledge about parameters. A thorough treatment is given by Gelman et al. [96] .
For our example model introduced in Section 7.1, we model the running times of implementation B as a function of the time of implementation A, as done in Equation (8):
This defines the likelihood function as a Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 . Since this variance is unknown, we keep it as a model parameter. As we have no specific prior information about plausible values of α and β, we define the following vague prior distributions:
import pymc3 as pm from scipy import optimize basic_model = pm.Model() with basic_model: alpha = pm.Normal('alpha', mu=0, sd=10) beta = pm.Normal('beta', mu=0, sd=10) sigma = pm.InverseGamma('sigma', alpha=1,beta=1) mu = alpha + beta*logTimeRK Y_obs = pm.Normal('Y_obs', mu=mu, sd=sigma, observed=logTimeKadabra) with basic_model:
# approximate posterior distribution with 10000 samples trace = pm.sample(10000) pm.summary(trace) The first two distributions represent our initial -conservative -belief that the two implementations are equivalent in terms of scaling behavior and constants. We model the variance of the observation noise σ 2 as an inverse gamma distribution instead of a normal distribution, since a variance cannot be negative. Figure 8 shows a listing to compute and show the posterior distribution of these three parameters using SciPy [91] and PyMC3 [97] . Results are listed in Table 4 . The interval of Highest Probability Density (HPD) is constructed to contain 95% of the probability mass of the respective posterior distribution. It is the Bayesian equivalent of the confidence interval (Section 7.3.2) and also called credible interval. 
Equivalence Testing
Computing the highest density interval can also be used for hypothesis testing. In Section 7.3.1 we discussed how to show that two distributions are different. Sometimes, though, we are interested in showing that they are sufficiently similar. An example would be wanting to show that two sampling algorithms give the same distribution of results. This is not easily possible within the NHST paradigm, as the two answers of a classical hypothesis test are "probably different" and "not sure".
This problem can be solved by calculating the posterior distribution of the parameter of interest and defining a region of practical equivalence (ROPE), which covers all parameter values that are effectively indistinguishable from 0. If x% of the posterior probability mass are in the region of practical equivalence, the inferred parameter is practically indistinguishable with probability x%. If x% of the probability mass are outside the ROPE, the parameter is meaningfully different with probability x%. If the intervals overlap, the observed data is insufficient to come to either conclusion. In our example, the scaling behavior of two algorithms is equivalent if the inferred exponent modeling their relative running times is more or less 1. We could define practical equivalence as ±5%, resulting in a region of practical equivalence of [0.95, 
Bayes Factor
Bayes factors are a way to compare the relative fit of several models and hypotheses to a given set of observations. While NHST (Section 7.3.1) evaluates the fit of observations to the null hypothesis and confidence intervals and credible intervals infer the range of plausible values of parameters in a model, the Bayes factor between two hypotheses gives the ratio between their posterior probabilities. This probability ratio of hypotheses is then:
Crucially, the ratio of prior probabilities, which is subjective, is a separate factor from the ratio of likelihoods, which is objective. This objective part, the ratio
, is called the Bayes factor. The first obvious difference to NHST is that calculating a Bayes Factor consists of comparing the fit of both hypotheses to the data, not only the null hypothesis. It thus requires that an alternate hypothesis is stated explicitly, including a probability distribution over observable outcomes. If the alternative hypothesis is meant to be vague, for example just that two distributions are different, an uninformative prior with a high variance should be used. However, specific hypotheses like "the new algorithm is at least 20% faster" can also be modeled explicitly.
This explicit modeling allows inference in both directions; using NHST, on the other hand, one can only ever infer that a null hypothesis is unlikely or that the data is insufficient to infer this. Using Bayes factors, it is possible to infer that H 1 is more probable than H 0 , or that the observations are insufficient to support this statement, or that H 0 is more probable than H 1 .
In the previous running time analysis, we hypothesized a better scaling behavior, which was not confirmed by the experimental measurements. However, the graphs with high diameter are larger than average and a cursory complexity analysis of the KADABRA algorithm suggests that the diameter has an influence on the running time. Might the relative scaling of KADABRA and RK depend on the running time?
To answer this question, we compare the fit of two models: The first model is the same as discussed earlier (Equation 8), it models the expected running time of KADABRA on instance x as e α · T RK (x) β , where T RK (x) is the running time of RK on the same instance. The second model has the additional free parameter γ, controlling the interaction between the diameter and running times: log(T (x)) ∼ N (log(α) + β log(T RK (x)) + γ log(diam x ), σ ).
Comparing for example the errors of a least-squares fit of the two models would not give much insight, since including an additional free parameter in a model almost always results in a better fit. This does not have to mean that the new parameter captures something interesting.
Instead, we calculate the Bayes factor, for which we integrate over the prior distribution in each model. Since this integral over the prior distribution also includes values of the new parameter which are not a good fit, models with too many additional parameters are automatically penalized. Our two models are similar, thus we can phrase them as a hierarchical model with the additional parameter controlled by a boolean random variable, see Listing 9.
The posterior for the indicator variable selected_model is 0.945, yielding a Bayes factor of ≈ 17 in support of including the diameter in the model. We can thus conclude that it is very probable that the diameter has an influence on the relative scaling between KADABRA and RK. The inferred mean of the variable γ is 0.79, meaning that higher diameter values lead to higher running times. import pymc3 as pm from scipy import optimize basic_model = pm.Model() with basic_model: pi = (0.5, 0.5) selected_model = pm.Bernoulli('selected_model', p=pi [1] ) alpha = pm.Normal('alpha', mu=0, sd=10) beta = pm.Normal('beta', mu=0, sd=10) gamma = pm.Normal('gamma', mu=0, sd=10) sigma = pm.InverseGamma('sigma', alpha=1, beta=1) mu = alpha + beta*logTimesRK + gamma*logDiameters*selected_model Y_obs = pm.Normal('Y_obs', mu=mu, sd=sigma, observed=logTimeKadabra) Figure 9 . Listing to compute the Bayes factor, the relative likelihood of two models, between the model including the graph diameter and the model with just the graph sizes. The variable selected_model is an indicator for which model is selected. 
Recommendations
Which statistical method is best, depends on what needs to be shown. For almost all objectives, both Bayesian and frequentist methods exist, see Table 5 . In experimental algorithmics, most hypotheses can be expressed as statements constraining parameters in a statistical model, i. e., "the average speedup of A over B is at least 20%". Thus, in contrast to earlier statistical practice, we recommend to approach evaluation of hypotheses by parameter estimation and to only use the classical hypothesis tests when parameter estimation is not possible. The additional information gained by parameter estimates has a couple of advantages. For example, when using only hypothesis tests, small differences in large data sets can yield impressively small p-values and thus claims of statistical significance even when the difference is irrelevant in practice and the significance is statistical only [15] . Using confidence intervals (Section 7.3.2) or the posterior distribution in addition with a region of practical equivalence avoids this problem [83] .
Below is a rough guideline (also shown in Figure 10 ) outlining our method selection process. It favors Bayesian methods, since the python library PyMC3 [97] offering them fits well into our workflow.
1. Define a model that captures the parts of the measured results that interest you, see Section 7. 
Conclusions
Besides setting guidelines for experimental algorithmics, this paper provides a tool for simplifying the typical experimental workflow. We hope that both are useful for the envisioned target group -and beyond, of course. We may have omitted material some consider important. This happened on purpose to keep the exposition reasonably concise. To account for future demands, we could imagine an evolving "community version" of the paper, updated with the help of new co-authors in regular time intervals. That is why we invite the community to contribute comments, corrections and/or text. 41 Let us conclude by reminding the reader: most of the guidelines in the paper are not scientific laws nor set in stone. Always apply common sense to adapt a guideline to your concrete situation! Also, we cannot claim that we always followed the guidelines in the past. But this was all the more motivation for us to write this paper, to develop SimexPal and to have a standard to follow -we hope that the community shares this motivation.
